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Free Essays from Bartleby | better, in the case of the Texas Constitution having A constitution can be defined as a set of
rules which regulate the government.

In cases where it involves a division of power between the union and the states the amendment must be
approved by half of the states. However, before the constitution was influencing, it was influenced.
Constitution Article 1 Section 8. The differences between the Constitution and the Articles of confederation is
the way they are set up, the articles is unicameral legislature which refers to as congress The Virginia
constitution and the Massachusetts constitution were the two of the many states that created a constitution.
Why has the rule been broken? In some countries the constitution cannot be amended by the national
law-making body alone. Constitution and Slavery - The US constitution was written with great vision to create
strong nation. The constitution can change with the times because of the six broad principles it is based on
Under the Articles, the federal government was weak and limited in power. The Bill of Rights the first ten
amendments to the US Constitution, ratified in and guaranteeing such rights as the freedoms of speech,
assembly, and worship Through this creation, a powerful nation, known as the Haudenosaunee, or known to
Europeans as the Iroquois Nation, became an important part in the shaping of the Americas This meant that a
populous state would not be represented fairly with respect to its population It was apparent to the framers of
the Constitution that the Articles of Confederation lacked central authority over foreign and domestic
commerce, threw many conflicts over time after the Revolutionary War. The Constitution was ratified, but
some reservations surfaced about its content A constitution can be defined as a set of rules which regulate the
government system within the state. It also separates power between the federal and state governments. This
was something that the Articles of Confederation had given their own state legislatures. It directs its attention
to the many problems in this country; it offered quite a challenge because the document lent itself to several
views and interpretations, depending upon the individual reading it. People who supported the Constitution
became known as Federalists, while those opposed it because they thought it gave too much power to the
national government were called Anti-Federalists. His second best constitution was aristocracy which was a
rule by a virtuous few. After the frivolous Articles of Confederation proved the weaknesses of the federal
government, our Founding Fathers came to the realization that the need for a strong federal government was
vital, while maintaining a democracy that was representative for the people Constitution,  Indian constitution
was adopted on 26th November  An example of this in a court case would be Sandul v But that did not
transpire. Ever since people had trouble determining how it should be interpreted. Demerits of Unwritten
Constitution: In the first place, an unwritten constitution is indefinite, vague and unprecise. Indian constitution
is the lengthiest constitution with articles, 26 parts and 12 schedules Previously there were articles, 22 parts
and 9 schedules. The result of this meeting was the creation of the U. I believe that the Founders of America
believed that slavery was going to die a natural death. Citation Information. The constitution of India was
enacted by the Constituent Assembly duly elected by the people for the purpose of making the constitution. It
remains the basic law of the United States then and till the present day of  The Constitution is the legal
framework for how Australia is governed and it can only be changed by referendum. Where each state
operated like an independent country, as the federal government was granted no power So the presiding officer
of a club must hold that a proposal is out of order if it runs contrary to the provisions of its constitution. But
when a constitution lays down the exact procedures for the election of the President, for relation between the
executive and legislative branches, or for defining whether a particular governmental function is to be
performed by the federal government or a member province, then the only constitutional way to change these
procedures is by means of the procedure provided by the constitution itself or by its own amendment. The
American Constitution would not have been adopted without compromise over very difficult topics such as
slavery, size and structure of government, taxation, elections, and governing responsibilities. Flexible
Constitution: A constitution is said to be flexible when the procedure for its amendment is like that of
an-ordinary law. The Constitution of the United States of America is the supreme law over our nation as a set
of rules in which our country is run. The ideas of universal suffrage and anti-discrimination are included as a
means to show the more prevalent ideas of a democracy. It is the clause of the Club Committee looks at to
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determine whether the club is limited or unlimited. In an aristocracy or oligarchy the rulers are a few people.


